Abstract. The CMS Silicon Strip Tracker (SST) construction has been completed on March 2007. From then to July 2007 the SST has gone through of a long series of tests, involving the cosmic ray data taking. Track reconstruction has been performed with three track finders. We will talk about the so called Combinatorial Track Finder, one of the default CMS track finders, and about its generalization to the cosmic ray case. For the first time this algorithm has been run on real data, both online and offline. Tracking performances on simulated and real data will be discussed.
Introduction
The CMS tracker [1] [2] consists of a silicon pixel vertex detector and a surrounding silicon strip detector (SST). The SST construction has been completed on March 2007 and, while waiting for installation into CMS, the tracker has undergone a long series of tests, involving the cosmic ray data taking without magnetic field.
The SST consists of four subdetectors (figure 1). The Barrel part comprises four layers for the Inner Barrel (TIB) and six for the Outer Barrel (TOB). The Forward part comprises, for each side, three Inner Disks (TID) and nine Endcap Disks (TEC). Each of the four subdetectors is equipped with double sided sensors (that can give both impact point coordinates on the detector's surface) on the inner layers or rings and single sided sensors on the outer ones. The SST double sided detectors are made with two single side detectors glued back to back, with a 100 mrad angle between the strips' directions. The TIB and TID are equipped with 300 µm thick sensors; the TOB has 500 µm thick sensors, while the TEC has 300 µm sensors on the inner rings and 500 µm sensors on the outer ones.
Track finding is one of the most challenging phases of the event reconstruction. CMS has two default track finders, the Combinatorial Track Finder (CTF) [3] and the Road Search (RS) [4] .
The CTF is a Kalman Filter [5] based track finder, which uses the Kalman Filter both for the trajectory building, as to say the recognition of the hits belonging to each trajectory, and for the estimation of the track parameters.
In the RS the hits belonging to each trajectory are collected opening roads across the tracker along previously identified seed directions. The estimation of the track parameters follows the Kalman Filter technique, exactly as in the CTF. A cosmic oriented track finder, called Cosmic Track Finder, has been developed too, using a simplified Kalman Filter like trajectory building and able to reconstruct no more than one track per event. All these three track finders have been used to reconstruct the cosmic ray data recorded in this test. In this note we concentrate on the Combinatorial Track Finder and on its generalization to allow the handling of cosmic ray tracks.
Cosmic Ray test experimental setup
From March 2007 to July 2007 the full SST has gone through an extensive test involving cosmic ray data taking; for the first time we powered, controlled and readout a big fraction of the final tracker. About 14% (figure 2 (a)) of the tracker was operated as a whole, using final Data Acquisition, power supplies, Detector Control System. A cosmic ray trigger was setup using plastic scintillators and several trigger configurations were used ( figure 2 (b) ). The tracker was operated at different temperatures including the one for the final operation and about 5 millions cosmic ray triggers were collected. 
Track reconstruction with the Combinatorial Track Finder
Track reconstruction follows a three steps procedure. As a starting point we have to build the tracks' seeds, as to say we have to give an estimate of the trajectory parameters using a small subset of hits. Then we try to build a trajectory from each seed, collecting the hits belonging to each candidate trajectory out of all the hits in the event. Once the collection of hits belonging to each candidate track has been established we have to fit it in order to achieve the estimate of the track's parameters. In the following a description of the three steps is given, putting into evidence the peculiarity of the cosmic ray case.
Track seeding
In the standard tracking (i.e. particles coming from the interaction point) a seed is made out of a hit pair in the inner layers plus the beam spot constraint (with an associated big error) or out of a hit triplet in the inner layers. The starting trajectory parameters are calculated making a helix pass through the three points. A minimum transverse momentum (p t ) cut is applied. For the cosmics we made a new seed provider, since we had to face very different conditions with respect to the standard ones, in particular:
-No vertex constraint can be applied, since the cosmics not necessarily cross the tracker pointing towards the interaction point. -We want to make seeds from the outer layers too, because cosmic tracks more likely have hits on the outer layers. -Both the magnetic field On and magnetic field Off cases have to be addressed.
The new seed provider can be easily configured to handle these cases and seeds can be produced out of the hits present on the layers' set specified by the user; for the reconstruction of the cosmic ray data collected in this test seeds were made out of aligned hit triplets in the outermost and innermost barrel layers and out of hit pairs from consecutive forward layers. Currently the new seed provider is used for both the cosmics tracking and for the beam halo muons tracking.
Pattern Recognition
The most computationally expensive part of track reconstruction is the pattern recognition, as to say the building of candidate trajectory by finding out which hits belong to which track out of all the hits in the event. The way the Kalman Filter based CTF pattern recognition works is described in figure 3 . From each seed a propagation to the next surface is attempted. Hits are looked for in a window whose width is related to the precision of the track parameters. If a hit is found in the expected position it is added to the candidate trajectory and the track parameters are updated. The way in which the trajectory parameters are updated is described in some detail in section 3.3. As hits are added to the candidate trajectory the knowledge of the track parameters improves, thus allowing smaller windows to be opened when propagating to the next surface. If more than one consecutive hit is not found in the predicted position the trajectory is rejected as a fake and is not propagated anymore.
Even if cosmic events are mainly single track events, the pattern recognition is quite difficult: the tracker is designed to be hermetic and to offer optimal detector superposition for tracks coming from the interaction point; a cosmic ray track can encounter holes as well as zones of high detector superposition. Besides, cosmics cross the tracker from side to side, so we had to adapt the pattern recognition to make it sufficiently general to allow this kind of propagation.
The cosmic ray reconstruction has been particularly important to test and validate the CTF trajectory builder, especially because it was possible to test its ability to take hits on the overlapping detector regions. When two overlapping detectors are crossed it is very important to associate both hits to the candidate trajectory, because this gives a stronger constraint on the track parameters. Cosmics represent a suitable situation to test this kind of ability, since the overlapped surface offered to the cosmic tracks is greater than that for tracks coming from the interaction point.
Track's fitting
The Kalman Filter is a "dynamic" Least Squares Method [5] . The trajectory state on each detector surface is a 5-dimensional vector (state vector), p = ( q p , λ, φ, x t , y t ), whose components are the inverse track's signed momentum ( q p ), the so called dip-angle λ defined by tan λ = p z /p t , the φ angle defined as tan(φ) = p y /p x and (x t , y t ) which are the hit coordinates on a local frame, called tangent frame, whose z axis is tangent to the track's direction and whose x axis is parallel to the transverse plane [6] . The fit is started with an initial guess of the track parameters and hits are added iteratively. Each time a hit is added the state vector on the new surface is calculated as a trade off between the predicted state on that surface (obtained propagating the state from the previous surface) and the hit position. As hits are added the accuracy of the state vector improves. This procedure is described in figure 4 (a) ; the dimension of the arrows should represent the accuracy of the state vector, improving from first to last surface. At the end of the procedure only the state on the last surface exploits the information from all the track's hits: to recover the same degree of precision also on the other surfaces the fit is repeated in the opposite direction ( figure 4 (b) ) and the forward and backward fits are combined (without double counting) to give the final estimate of the state vector on each surface ( figure 4 (c) ). Nothing specific is needed for the cosmic tracking.
Algorithm validation on the simulation
To test the algorithm performances on cosmic rays we set up a cosmic ray simulation. For this purpose we used the CMS cosmic ray generator together with a filter to mimic the trigger conditions. The CMS cosmic ray generator was unable to generate the cosmic ray energy spectrum below 2 GeV, since those low energy muons cannot reach the tracker in nominal conditions with the magnetic field on, so it was necessary to implement the low energy spectrum to properly reproduce the experimental conditions. Running the CTF track reconstruction on the simulated data we measured a seed finding efficiency of (99.1±0.1)% and a tracking efficiency of (98.7 ± 0.1)%. We also measured the hit finding efficiency (figure 5), as to say the fraction of simulated hits whose reconstructed hit was associated to a reconstructed track. The hit finding efficiency is a bit lower than expected, but this is only due to the inability to find hits on the overlaps in the seeding region. This problem has been already addressed and solved in a newer version of our reconstruction software, but no data have been reconstructed yet with that version.
Analyses on real data
Several track related analyses have been performed, both to validate the tracking algorithms on real data and to check the detector behaviour using tracks' information. 
Comparison of track related quantities among the three track finders
To understand and debug the tracking algorithms it was particularly important to compare their performances. We made several comparisons of different track related quantities among the track finders. Figure 6 shows the number of tracks and the number of hits per track for the three algorithms for events recorded when operating the tracker at -10 • C. There are some (a) (b) Figure 6 . Number of tracks per event (a) and number of hits per track (b) for runs taken oparating the tracker at -10 • C.
differences observed especially in the number of hits associated. This is due to the different χ 2 cut used to check the hit compatibility during the pattern recognition step: it was tighter in the CTF and RS, looser for the Cosmic Track Finder; besides, while CTF and RS combine the information from the two hits collected on each double sided detector in one single matched hit, the Cosmic Track Finder counts the two hits separately, leading to an extra hit count for each double sided detector crossed by the track. Figure 7 shows the track's φ distribution as reconstructed by the three track finders for the single track events recorded when operating the system at -10 • C. Residual differences are again due to the different reconstruction cuts used. 
Tracking efficiency
Cosmic ray data have been used to estimate the efficiency of the tracking algorithms. Efficiency estimate from cosmic rays is a quite difficult task due to the absence of prior constraints and of an external reference. The method adopted was to reconstruct track segments from a subset of the tracker layers and then use these segments as a reference for the reconstruction in the remaining part of the tracker.
(a) (b) Figure 8 . CTF tracking efficiency for a TIB track given a TOB track (a) and CTF tracking efficiency of a TOB track given a TIB track (b) in data and simulation as a function of the azimuthal angle.
(a) (b) Figure 9 . CTF tracking efficiency for a TIB track given a TOB track (a) and CTF tracking efficiency of a TOB track given a TIB track (b) in data and simulation as a function of pseudorapidity. Only tracks in the barrel part of the tracker were selected and the two independent sets of layers were chosen to be composed by the four layers of the inner barrel (TIB) and by the six layers of the outer barrel (TOB) respectively.
Events were selected with less than 30 hits in the barrel layers and with hits with a signal to noise ratio greater than 8 in at least four layers.
Efficiency was estimated on the selected events as the fraction of TIB (TOB) segments with a matching segment in TOB (TIB). The reference segment had to contain at least two hits with z coordinate information and its extrapolation had to be fully contained in the active region of the other layer subset. Two matching segments had to differ in the azimuthal direction less than 5 times the azimuthal angle resolution estimated from the simulation.
The efficiencies estimated from data for CTF were (T IB|T OB) = 94.0% and (T OB|T IB) = 97.7%. The corresponding values obtained on the simulation using the same technique were (T IB|T OB) = 98.3% and (T OB|T IB) = 98.8%. Fig. 8 shows the dependency of the efficiency from the azimuthal angle in data and simulation; Fig. 9 shows the dependency on the pseudorapidity.
Detector level analyses and Data Quality Monitoring
The track reconstruction has been very useful also to monitor and evaluate the quality of the detector performances. Using the local incidence angle on the detector surface it was possible, for example, to correct for normal incidence the amount of charge signal collected in the sensors; thus it was possible to give an estimate of the signal to noise ratio for normal incidence and to compare it with previous data from Test Beams and sensors' test. As an example figure 10 shows the signal to noise distributions corrected for normal incidence for the Inner Barrel layer 1 (a) and 2 (b) and for the Outer Barrel layer 1 (c) and 2 (d). The fit is performed with a Landau distribution convoluted with a gaussian, whose most probable value (MP) gives an estimate of the signal to noise ratio. We measured a signal to noise ratio higher than 27 for the all the Inner Barrel layers and higher than 33 for all the Outer Barrel layers, in agreement with what is expected considering the dependence of charge collection and noise on sensor thickness and strip lenght. During this test with cosmic rays we used for the first time the official CMS tools for the online monitoring of the detector performances, the so called Data Quality Monitoring (DQM). For the first time track reconstruction was run online and shifters were able to monitor the data taking conditions through the DQM web interface (figure 11). It was possible to monitor both global quantities, such as the track parameters, and local quantities, such as the signal for clusters associated to the tracks, the track's residuals etc.
Conclusions
From March 2007 to July 2007 the CMS Silicon Strip Tracker has been tested with cosmic rays. The Combinatorial Track Finder algorithm, one of the default CMS track finders, has been adapted to handle the cosmic ray case. A configurable seeding algorithm has been developed, and the pattern recognition has been adapted to cope with the issues related to the non-standard way the cosmics cross the tracker. Track reconstruction has been run both online and offline on real data for the first time. CTF tracking performances have been estimated on simulated and real data and in comparison with other algorithms. CTF tracks have been used to perform detector studies such as the measurement of the signal to noise ratio corrected for normal incidence, with results consistent with the expectations. Cosmic ray tracking will be very useful also for the final tracker commissioning in CMS while waiting for the first LHC collisions.
